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ABSTRACT An ideal Hilbert transformer is reαlizedαs preuiously reported αs the short 

time DFT Hilbert transformer by shifting the phαse bαsed on the concept of instαntαneous 

spectra. Unjortunately， this ST DFT Hilbert trαn司formerrequires hugeαmount of comput -

mgpoωer Lnαnαlyzing instαntαneous spectra， which becomes αseuere problem 0η the de-

ueloping stαges. IIowever， introducing the FFT structure mαkes possible to solue this 

problem to reduce the processingαmount to alloωto execute these processing onαsingle 

commerCLαl DSP chip without degradαtion in its chαrαcteristics 

1. INTORODUCTION 

It is evident that a r巴ductionin the frequency 

occupancy over each speech channel would re -

sult in more efficient utilization of radio fre-

quency resources. Although it is the most effi-

cient system fo1' narrowing the frequency 

bandwidth occupancy， SSB has b巴巴nsuffered 

from such speech quality degradation as fad-

ing on multipass p1'opagation 

However， once SSB modulated signals are 

combined with the carrier at an apriori level， 

new modulated RZ SSB signals are introduced 

as an angular modulating signals， which car-

ry the modulated signals both in amplitude 

and phase. Therefore， RZ SSB systems have 

successfully improved th巴 speechquality while 

reducing fading noise 

As well known， Hilbert t1'ansfo1'mers play a 

fundamental role in SSB or RZ SSB in elimi-
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nating one sid巴 bandfrom the double side 

band of AM  modulated signals without any 

disto1'tions園 Especially，the short time DFT 

(ST DFT) Hilbert transformers are based on 

instantaneous spectrum analysis [1] 固 Where

instantaneous spectra are provided， the 

Hilbert transform is realized by merely ex-

changing the complex 1'eal 01' imaginary parts 

of these spectra with each other. The Hilbert 

t1'ansformed output signals are synthesized via 

an inverse ST DFT (ST 1FT) of the inter-

changed instantaneous spectra. 

2. STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS 

2.1 Principle of the ST DFT Hilbe1't T1'ans-

fo1'mer 

The ST DFT Hilbert transfo1'm巴ris featured of 

shifting input signal phase on the phase plane. 

All the input signals a1'e at first analyzed by 

ST DFT to yield the instantaneous spectrum 

<D(η) [2] 
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φ(n) = {仇(n)仇(n)仇(n)…41N-l(n)f. (1) 

Where仇(n)is the spectral component at the 

frequency index kofφ(n)given as 

。k(n)= ~ h(n-r)x(r)Wi[k (2) 
r=一。。

Here， kis 0:5 k < N; x(r) is the input data at 

the sampling time r; Wi[k is the same opera-

tors as that defined in the existing DFT， 
( .2πrk ¥ 

Wi[k = exp( -j~百ァー 1 ; h( *) is the significant 

window fuIIctions gi柁sas an example which 

truncated by 2m frame number， 

in(Jl7l/N) 
h(p) =一一一一一一一， -mN豆p:5mN.

戸 /N
(3) 

More detailed discussions are shown by the 

authors in ref.3. 

Where instantaneous spectra are provided， 

the Hilbert transform is realized by merely 

exchanging the complex real or imaginary 

parts of these spectra with each other. This 

Hilbert transformed spectrum <T(n)are.nec-

essary to hold causality with restricting com-

plex conjugate relation between each高(n)and

ON-k付加 beingmirror symmetric with pivot 

at index N/2. The output signal y(n)is final-

ly synthesized through an ST 1FT from the 

transformed spectrum <t (九)

す(n)=去三lhαl{広(n)吋} (4) 

2.2 Unit Sample Response 

The unit sample responseι(n) of an ST DFT 

Hilbert transformer is given by eq.5 when the 

unit sample x(n) is taken to be x(O) = 1. 

(2 sin(2πnβV) sin(πnβV) 

I N 1一∞s(2πn/l円 πn/N
Is(n) = ~ 2 ，，.~，.. (5) 

I =一一cos(πnβV)， foroddη 
l πn 
L 0， forevenn. 

Equation 5 shows the ideal unit sample re-

sponse of a Hilbert transformer if the Nyquist 

window frame number is infinity， because the 

frequency domain Hilbert transform operation 

excludes all the processing errors and a 

Nyquist window of infinite length acts as an 

ideallow -pass filter as shown by the Nyquist 

windowfactor sin(πnβV}/(71n/N)・

Equation 6 provides the unit sample re-

sponse Im(n) of Rabiner乍 minmax FIR 

(minmax) Hilbert transformer [4] • 

2sin2(πn/2) 
Im(n) 一 πn

~!去…
0， for evenη. 

(6) 

It is clear from eqs.5 and 6 that a ST DFT 

Hilbert transformer enhances the performance 

of a minmax Hilbert transformer. That is， 

2∞s(πη/1V) 
且mIs(n) = Jim 
N→∞ 山間 -"'1 

=去=Im(n)， foroddn 

(7) 

3 F AST PROCESSING FOR ST DFT 

HILBERT TRANSFORMERS 

3.1 Fast AIgorothm Based on the FFT Struc幽

ture 

ST DFT Hilbert transformers are free from 

any distortions owing to exchanging complex 

real or imaginary parts of instantaneous spec・

traφ( *) with each other. However， they are 

Amplitude 

Fig.l Window function superimposed on input signal. 
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suffered from great amount of computing 

power in analyzing input signals via a ST 

DFT. 

Equation 2 is modified by changing variable 

r = LN + m as follows. 

ゆ仇k(n)

1 2 三宝1vh(何n一町一m刈)x叫(町+m刊)WN(伽町酌町町+愉制m同)
t炉=∞ ~f"\fl.. L..LY III;JJ"..¥WV I III;}YYN (8め) 
N一 1

= L i;;;(n) WNmk. 
m=O 

here， 

i;;; (n) = L h(n -LN -m)x(町 +m)

(9) 

WN=♂与

The instantaneous spectrumφ(n)is defined by 

φ(n)ロ WNX(η) (8)' 

where matrix WNis time invariant defined as， 

~O WNO WNO w: 
W: wiJ W昔 町叶1)

WN=lw: W言 WN4 . Wiv2(N-1) I (10) 

w♂w官(N-1) Wiv2(炉 1) …Wiv(N-げ

and X(n)is time variant given by 

∞ 

L x(町)h(九一町)
1=一回

国

L x(町 +l)h(n一町一1)
1=一回

支(n)= I 
国

L x(ひr+ 2)h(n -lN -2) 1(11) 
1=一回

L x(lN+N-1)h(n-lN-N+1) 

or 

X(n) = {宝石(n)X'i(π) Xi(n)…xN-=-l(n) }T， (11)' 

Attentions must be paid on analyzing input 

signals via DFT given by eqs.8 or 8'， because 

there exists two time axes， the one is absolute 

time nto define time base for input signal and 

the other is temporary time mwhich is free 

from absolute time base in setting observation 

system on arbitrary absolute time base. That 

is， the origin of time base in observation sys-

tem is defined by a time when the parameter of 

window function h( *) becomes to zero at every 

absolute time n = OmodNto be shown白 mth

row in eq.11. Among these operations given 

by eq.8'， the DFT operators are static on the 

observation time base. 

Where the input vector X(n)is set on the ab-

solute time base， equation 8' is modified by in -

troducing FFT structure as follows. 

φ(n) = WNRn X(n) (12) 

X(η) = {xo(n) Xl(η)X2(n)…XN-l(n) }T， (13) 

and xm(n五sgiven by 

Xm(n) = L h(一町-m)x(町 +m). (14) 

Ris N x N square matrix of left row shifting 

operator as 

n
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X(n)is illustrated in fig.1 to be calculated 

on the absolute time by settling the observa-

tion origin on arbitrary timeη. As shown in 

eq.13 for an example of input vector X(n)， the 

origin point of observation system stands on 

the first row of X (n )・ Therefore，an instanta-

neous spectrumφ(n) is shown to be calculated 

in similar to the existing DFT only with set-

tling the origin point of h(ホ)to the desired ab且

solute time η. Adjustment between the abso -

lute and observation time bases is executed on-

ly with operator Rn. 
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It is easy to understand without any discus ・

sions except this row rotation Rnthat eq.12 is 

directly performed with DFT formulation in 

order to allow introduction of FFT structure. 

3.2 Fast AIgorithm sased on the Frequency 

Domain Interpolation 

Where a little degradation is permitted in fast 

processing from practical application of view， 

高(n) may be reproduced from decimated 

spectrum component 高(rR)atevery Rsam-

pling clocks as follows， 

ー L+

仇 (n)= L f(η-rR)説(rR)
r=L-

(16) 

where f(n-rR)is， for example， Lagrange in-

terpolation function of 2Qframe given as 

f(n-rR) = 

-1r+Q .:;( n .Ln_:¥(17) mー +Q一q
(Q-1+r)! (Q-r)! (告 -r) 戸~\R -. -j 

here， 

ト]representsthe largest integer contained本.

The Hilbert transformed signalす(n)iscon-

sequently synthesized via ST FFT from the in-

terpolated spectrum 1F (n)as follows. 

1 N-l 

y(n) =オ五伝(n)w%' (19) 

Equation 19 gives a fast algorithm as shown in 

fig.1 based on the frequency domain interpola-

tion. The processing power is reduced to the 

almost same order of the FFTly， NlogN. 

Fig.2 Fast processing diαgram in the ST DFT Hilbert 

tran号formersbased onfrequenり domaininterpolation. 

3.3 Fast Algorithm sased on the time Domain 

Interpolation 

Substituting eq.16泊toST DFT， the output 

signal す(n)isgiven as 

N-l L+ 

ll(n) = L L f(n -rR)高(rR)Wす
k=Or=L-

(20) 

Since all the operations in the above equation 

are linear on the finite operand for kandηeq. 

20 stands on exchanging the summation order. 

That is， 

L+ 

ll(n) = L f(n -rR)芯(π)
r=L-

(21) 

Where 

N-l 

寄付)= L高(rR)W}fr， L-豆 r:5U. (22) 

Equation 21 shows that ll(n)is reproduced via 

time domain interpolation to yield faster algo・

rithm than that of based on the frequency do・

main interpolation. 

4.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The validity of adopting fast algorithms into 

ST DFT Hilbert transformer was proven 

through computer simulation. Owing to em-

ploying interpolation， the system function of 

the fast ST DFT Hilbert transformer becomes 

to vary both with input timing of the unit sam -
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Fig.3 Mean αbsoluteαmplitude error of the ST DFT 

Hilbert tran司formers.
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ple and with interpolation duration R. 8010ng 

as the unit sample is given at the origin sam-

pling clock， i.e.， x(n) =δ(n一τ)，here n = 0， 

τ= 0 ，the precision of transformers is constant 

in regardless Rvalue. While， ifτgoes to non 

-zero， frequency responses are remarkable 

degraded as shown in figs.3 and 4 in taking R 

as a p訂 ameterwhen R being set up to the 

maximum valueN . Amplitude error keeps 

peak values within the envelope of the minimax 

Hilbert transformer a shown in fig.3， where 

vertical axis is indicated by mean absolute of 

the amplitude error for all 0::;τ< R. Phase 

shifting error is scared beyond 0.05 degree in 

mean absolute error as shown in fig.4. 

While interpolation duration R is set to be 

below N/2， the amplitude error is improved to 

be below 0.01 dB and phase shifting error is 

improved to be below 0.01 degree. 

5.CONCLUSION 
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Fig.4 Mean αbsolute phase shifting error of the ST DFT 

Hilbert tran司formers.

A noble Hilbert transformer was discussed 

with emphasis on the concept of the instanta-

neous spectrum through fast algorithm and 

frequency responses. It was also shown 

through computer simulations that 8T DFT 

Hilbert transformer is so precise as being 

equal to the existing Rabiner's pre・opti-

maized minimax both in phase and amplitude 

response. 

Multi -rate sampling have been successfully 

introduced into the 8T DFT Hilbert trans-

former in order to reduce computing power 

without almost any distortion， where the in-

terpolation duration R is below N/2. 
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